Venus's symbolism

Aries's symbolism

Romantic self
Sensual self
Style of creative expression
Aesthetic taste
How one attracts and what
one is attracted to

Bold; Initiating
Selfhood is paramount
Strong drive
Direct, uncomplicated
Thriving on challenges

Venus in 10 Aries
Confidence is sexy. Boldness ignites passion. You woo lovers by wanting to
explore the world with them. You seek to come off as quite independent, capable
and tough. When it comes to attraction, you seek to be bristling with courage,
vitality and allure.

Your communication style in romance is very direct. Rather than coyly asking a
question, you’re unapologetic in your delivery. To some, this can appear to be
egoic. But it’s generally important to you to feel confidence within love, and to
feel confidence from your lover as well.

Even your relationships often begin with a bold start. Sometimes your attitude is
“just do it”. You make the first move, you initiate. On one hand, this can lead to
various small sparks which weren’t well thought out or potentially meaningful. On
the other, if you can accept some failure, you will learn through each of your
experiences. Depending on your attitude, it can be fun ride.

Your relationships work best with a strong degree of selfhood. There’s a feeling of
freedom and space when you can respect each other as individuals, continually
growing from the newness of one another. At the same time, be wary of growing
bored quickly. Often the juice and flame within the relationship has to come from
within you.

ASPECTS IN DEPTH

The descriptions here are written explaining the aspect's positive qualities and potential gifts, as well
as its unbalanced expression. The idea is that the individual has the capacity to direct their energy.

Sun in Pisces symbolism

Uranus in Capricorn symbolism

Going with the flow

Glorifying personal grit and the spirit of

Dreamy, mystical expression

self-sufficiency

Strong imagination

Awakening through moderation,

Abstract thinking

practicality

Sextile symbolism
Cooperative energies
Energies in friendship
Concious effort required to reveal gifts of
this placement

Sun Sextile Uranus
You celebrate a fierce brand of independence and individuality. Personal freedom,
to you, is greater than gold. Your inner child burns bright, freely without restriction,
as you allow it to roam wild. This leads you into many exciting, unexpected,
experimental, and spontaneous experiences. There’s no rules you haven’t broken,
naturally, and there’s no tradition you haven’t questioned. You are a pioneer; you
don’t walk the popular path nor the path less traveled — no, you walk an entirely
new path.

Embrace the brand of weird that is you. People may consider you flaky and
unpredictable, but that just comes with following your heart without resistance.
Feeling unity with humanity allows you to break free of feeling alienated and
misunderstood by people. At times you may find this path to be lonely, but
remember your tribe of weird and wonderful human beings is out there waiting.

Moon Square Uranus
Variety is the spice of your life. Diverse experiences, people, and places are all what
you seek. You believe a varied input gives you a unique and rich perspective on life.
You are a sponge that passionately soaks up all the information and wisdom you
encounter. You’re a spontaneous being that is never caught in a dull moment,
walking through life with a smile and a humorous charm, eagerly awaiting the next
adventure to be had.
Your natural impulse is to seek new experiences, but, at times, your vagabond
lifestyle can feel emotional, unsettling and erratic. You may feel an inner turmoil
between a yearning of adventure and a yearning of stability. These moments are
your signal to take a break, and reflect upon the experiences you have
collected. Be weary of a tendency to be dominant in relationships, as this is rooted
in your dislike of feeling your personal freedoms are restricted. Just remember you
are in control of yourself at all times.

You have the capacity to feel rejuvenated and enlivened by the new. You seek to
be on the cutting edge, passionate for new information, particularly for what is
trending or ahead of its time. Combined with your creative imagination, there can
be opportunities to channel this energy into unique enterprises.

Sun in Pisces symbolism

Mercury in Pisces symbolism

Going with the flow

Indefinite, non-concrete expression

Dreamy, mystical expression
Strong imagination

Drawn to abstract forms of communication
Drawn to subjects that are hard to grasp

Abstract thinking

Very imaginative

Conjunction symbolism
Engeries are merged in feeling
Realms of life are interwined
Rest, stability between planets

Grand Cross symbolism
A Grand Cross is made of a minimum of four planets, all square to one another, in addition
to two oppositions between the corners of the square.

When energies are balanced, the effect is breathtaking
Opportunity for deep stability, groundedness, unshakeable confidence
Flip flopping between energies at corners

Grand Cross between Neptune in 16 Capricorn, Venus in 10
Aries, Ascendant in 12 Cancer, and Moon in 13 Libra

The key thing about this Grand Cross is that the planets primarily fall in the
Cardinal signs (Aries, Libra, Cancer, Capricorn). The chart is dominant in the
characteristics of Cardinal signs which indicates a person who is quick to take
initative. They like gettings things moving, acting on ideas rather than sitting around
and posturing. They like to get their hands in the clay, endlessly exploring and
starting things that ignite their fire. And yet, they can leave behind a string of
projects left unfinished.
Sometimes they lack the perseverance needed to follow a project or adventure
through its climbs and dull moments. Sometimes its that they expect external
situations to continually stimulate them, finding it challenging to going through
periods without theater. They can be chasers of the next adrenaline kick, social
butterflies with numerous connections. They benefit from seeking more internal
peace and balance. Ultimately, the gift of this placement is heightened attributes
needed to be an explorer, with a vigor needed to encounter and break through to
the new to find something completely unknown.

